In this issue…
Thanks to Elna Otter, as to all of you for offering a suggestion for an issue’s focus. While I was struggling
with what should be covered next, she set me to rights. Of course it should be a printed piece from Chris
Eastoe’s excellent presentation about our water resources and where it comes from in the Cascabel area.
So water is the focus.

UNDERSTANDING CASCABEL’S WATER RESOURCES
Where does your water come from, and is the future supply assured?
By Chris Eastoe and Barbara Clark
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ascabel residents depend mostly on groundwater for domestic and agricultural supplies. We are
currently experiencing a period of drought that is beginning to affect the availability of groundwater.
The drought is considered by some researchers to have begun in about 1998 (but may have started earlier in
Cascabel -- see the evidence below). Understanding our groundwater is an important first step in a prudent
response to the present drought. The article that follows presents some of the findings of several years’
observations of Cascabel groundwater. It is a summary of a Saturday morning workshop presented by
Cascabel Conservation Association in March, 2018.

Where does our groundwater originate?
Groundwater is rainwater that has infiltrated
the rock or sediment on the earth’s surface,
and is stored in aquifers. Most of the
groundwater in our part of the San Pedro
Valley, which we shall call the Cascabel subbasin from now on, originates within the subbasin, and infiltration is probably focused in
the beds of the larger tributaries. Another
possible source is the monsoon floodwater
from upstream reaches of the river. River
floodwater appears to recharge only a small
aquifer in the sand and gravel of the river
bed, but may influence water levels in parts
of the larger regional aquifer (see below).
Yet another source might be sub-surface flow
of groundwater from the sub-basin around
Benson. Some hydrologists believe that such
flow occurs, but the evidence is slim, and any
such flow must find a way through or around
a barrier of solid granite at the Benson
Narrows. If any such flow occurs, the
quantity is very small. In their natural state,
the aquifers in the Benson sub-basin would be
overflowing into the Cascabel sub-basin, and
we would see the overflow as perennial baseflow in the river channel at the Narrows.
There has been no base-flow there for many
years, probably because of the amount of
pumping of groundwater upstream of the
Narrows.
How do we know that water from upstream
of the Narrows contributes little to Cascabel
groundwater? It’s possible to use the stable
isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen in the water
to label waters of different origin. In the
present case, recharge from monsoon floods
and groundwater upstream of the Narrows
differ in their isotope labels from the water in
our regional Cascabel aquifer.
Which rocks make the most productive
aquifers in Cascabel?
The San Pedro Valley, like other large valleys
in southeastern Arizona, formed when the
earth’s crust began to pull apart, a process
that began in southern Arizona about 15

million years ago. Between about 11 and 5
million years ago, the valley from the Benson
Narrows to Winkleman was an internal
drainage, a basin with no surface outlet. The
basin filled with boulders, coarse gravel and
sand in the Cascabel area, and hosted an
ephemeral lake north of Redington. Mud and
gypsum were deposited in the lake. All of
these sediments make up a geological unit
known as the Quiburis Formation. Around 5
million years ago, the valley began to drain
into the Gila River, and the ancestral San
Pedro River was formed. The river cut a
broad valley through the Quiburis Formation
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. View south over the Mason Fields (mp 17),
showing geological features of the valley.

Wetter climate during the last Ice Age caused
the river to cut an interior canyon or notch
into the base of the broad valley. The notch
varies from 0.2 to 1 mile wide and is at least
130 feet deep in Cascabel. Since the Ice Age,
the notch has filled with gravel and sand
deposited by the river, and clayey sediment
deposited in wetlands. Since about 1850, the
river has been eroding the notch-sediments,
resulting in an entrenched channel as much
as 20 feet deep, with a sand and gravel layer
in the riverbed. Where does this information
come from? Geologists from the University
of Arizona, the U.S. Geological Survey and
the Arizona Geological Survey have
published many scientific articles on the
geology of the San Pedro Valley.

The sand and gravel in this notch, along with
similar sediments along the larger tributaries
such as Hot Springs and Paige Canyons, host
most of Cascabel’s groundwater (Figure 2).
Most of the wells in the area, and all of the
wells capable of high production, produce
water from the notch-sediment aquifer.
Lesser supplies of groundwater can be found
by drilling deep into the Quiburis formation,
particularly to the east of the river. Together,
the notch sediments and the Quiburis
Formation make up a regional aquifer.
Locally, the clay in the notch sediments acts
as a barrier to downward infiltration of river
water; the river water infiltrates only the sand
and gravel in the river bed, which compose a
very small riparian aquifer.

in the notch-sediments. Such wetland
sediments contain organic matter that
supports colonies of bacteria, some of which
generate the dissolved iron and hydrogen
sulfide. Poor water quality is therefore
related to geology. How do we know this?
We have measured the electrical conductivity
of water samples to indicate the content of
dissolved solids, established the distribution
of clay from the well database of the Arizona
Department of Water Resources, and
consulted the scientific literature concerning
microbial effects in groundwater.
How long does groundwater reside in our
aquifers?
The best indication of residence time comes
from the part of the regional aquifer supplied
from Hot Springs Canyon. Stable isotopes of
hydrogen and oxygen show us that one flow
path is present, and measurements of tritium,
a radioactive isotope of hydrogen present at
very low (and safe) levels show that it takes
about 6 decades for water to reach Gamez
Road from Hot Springs Canyon.
Are water levels changing in Cascabel?

Figure 2. Sketch cross-section of the sediments filling the
basin, near mile-post 21.

Why is some groundwater of poor quality?
The best-quality groundwater (i.e. the water
with lowest content of dissolved solids) is
found in the Quiburis Formation, in Hot
Springs Canyon and along the east side of the
river between Hot Springs Canyon and
Gamez Road. Groundwater in the notchsediments along the river immediately south
of Hot Springs Canyon is of very poor
quality; it is hard, contains large amounts of
dissolved solids, and is in many cases
unpalatable owing to dissolved iron and
hydrogen sulfide. The most unpalatable
water occurs in close proximity to clay beds

We have long-term sets of static water level
measurements (water levels unaffected by
recent pumping) at several representative
wells around Cascabel. Three such sets are
presented here as diagrams. In all three
cases, water levels show a general decline
over time (Figure 3). In Hot Springs Canyon,
temporary increases in groundwater level
occur every few years as a result of wetter
seasons, but these are insufficient to
counteract a long-term decline. The windmill
in Hot Springs Canyon went dry in 2009, and
has subsequently yielded water only when
infiltration upstream was higher than usual.
Along the San Pedro, at the “Hughes Beach”
and Mason Fields sites, water levels rose after
the very large flood in September, 2014. The
small, cyclic changes in water level at the
“Hughes Beach” site may be related to times
of high water demand for irrigation and
riparian vegetation.
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Figure 3. Graphs of static water level change over time in three representative wells.

The bathtub model.
We can explain the observed changes in groundwater levels in Hot Springs Canyon by thinking of
the aquifer there as a bathtub filled with sand and gravel (Figure 4). Water enters the bathtub
mainly from the mountain canyon (represented by the faucet). At present, water can leave the
bathtub in one of two ways: as groundwater flowing out through the downstream part of the
aquifer (represented by the plug-hole, which in this case has no plug) or as water withdrawn by
pumping or by vegetation (represented as the drinking straw). When the faucet slows to a trickle,
the rate of flow through the outlets is larger than the inflow, and the bathtub gradually drains.
That is the situation at present. When the faucet runs at full capacity, the outlets are insufficient to
drain the tub, which overflows at the lip, leading to surface flow in the canyon. That may have
been the situation in the late 18th Century, when the Native American town of Baicatcán was
occupied beside Hot Springs wash.

Figure 4. The “bathtub model” of the aquifer in Hot Springs Canyon.

How frequent are long-term droughts in the Southwest?
What we have seen so far suggests strongly that major parts of our regional aquifer are vulnerable
to drought. The water level observations in Hot Springs Canyon suggest drought conditions since
1993 in that catchment. It is useful to have some information about the likely duration of droughts.
Here we must look to the past, recorded in tree-rings. Trees tend to grow thicker rings when the
climate is wetter, narrower rings when it is drier. A recent study from the Laboratory of Tree-Ring
Research at the University of Arizona, using many trees in several locations across the
southwestern USA, indicates some drought periods (either low summer or low winter rains) as
long as 50 years. Our current drought has lasted 20-25 years; we do not have a way of predicting
how much longer it might last.
Summary of observations
Groundwater levels are declining in several representative wells in Cascabel. The falling levels
reflect a combination of natural causes (drought, and natural drainage of aquifers) and human
causes (pumping). In the case of Hot Springs Canyon, natural causes appear to predominate. The
effects of the drought will spread northward through the part of the regional aquifer supplied
from Hot Springs Canyon during the coming decades, whether or not the drought ends. Similar
drought-related stresses are likely in other parts of the regional aquifer, and are already reflected
in diminished perennial flow in the San Pedro River.
How should the Cascabel Community react?
A community needs to live within its means. Future human settlement in this valley may be
strongly affected if the limited groundwater supply is stressed by drought and human
withdrawals. We suggest the following as initial community reactions:
1. The community should work to develop an understanding of its groundwater resources. This
article, and other deliverables of our groundwater study (the March workshop and a forthcoming
peer-reviewed scientific article) are initial offerings towards that goal.
2. Past measurement of water levels in representative wells has proved to be very valuable.
Continuing measurement of water levels, of inflow to the Hot Springs Canyon aquifer and of

individual water use will all assist in developing an improved understanding of our water
resources.
3. Landowners might well consider how they would react, should their well go dry. Is the
harvesting of rainwater from roofs a possibility for domestic water supply?
Dr. Chris Eastoe Ph D. at University of Tasmania in Economic Geology,1979; Staff Scientist, UofArizona till 2015, specializing in isotope studies.
Barbara Clark: potter, homesteader, and citizen scientist in Cascabel since 1970, recently retired from The Nature Conservancy.

To understand how much water your property is drawing, you can install a flow meter. The one in the photo,
which Chris recommends, is very reliable. You can see that the community garden has used 69,000 gallons
since they installed it. Assured Automation WM-NLD series
photos Alex Binford-Walsh

Alex doing
quarterly instream flow
monitoring at
3-Links crossing.
Sponsored by
TNC and BOR.
White tape
measures stream
width.

Hot Springs at High Tide
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Hot Springs at flood stage, before the cement apron 1984
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Parrots and Water! Sounds simple, doesn't it? But when it's parrots and water in the desert it takes
a little extra to preserve our natural resources AND keep every birdie safe. The birds and animals
of The Oasis use water not only for drinking, but for necessary bathing and for cooling themselves
when our misting system runs on hot summer days. We understand it is important to do our part
to conserve and we have been making strides, while benefiting the animals in our care. The water
waste from our reverse osmosis filtering system feeds our small duck pond, and the beautiful
surrounding shady willow plants that are used as desired enrichment for all of the parrots. We
have installed water harvesting systems with multiple catchment tanks on two of our large
aviaries. These catchments support our misting system, our shade trees and can fill a kiddie pool
for the ducks, geese and dogs to play in. As a nonprofit, The Oasis is supported by generous
people from around the country who share our love for parrots and believe in our mission. But
they also care about our home here in Cascabel. Many have given a gift to help us with these
projects and we know they will be there for us in the future. We are extremely fortunate that so
many have it in their hearts to give these special birds a safe, enriched and happy place to live the
remainder of their lives.
Article and photos by Janet Trumbule

On an evening in late April, 16 yr old Ariana De
Gregorio, under the tutelage of David Omick and Susan
Tollefson, gave a very interesting and complicated talk
about the origin of the universe. Her focus, as she
approaches her college years this fall, will be
aerospace engineering. She gave an excellent, factfilled presentation titled "Cosmology 101" at the
Cascabel Community Center. The event was also a
fund-raiser for her college expenses. The presentation
was well attended and enthusiastically received. The
community seemed most eager to learn more!
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The Cascabel CPA
David Blocker
520-212-1040

Playing in the river honors it and educates
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with others to protect what remains of our natural
desert heritage

LowerSanPedro.org or write to LowerSanPedro@gmail.com
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